OUTDOOR

Welcome to the KENNETHCOBONPUE Outdoor Catalog.
In the succeeding pages you will find a large collection of our existing and
new designs. Each piece was handmade with beauty, function and your comfort in mind.
We hope you enjoy using our products as much as we took pleasure in their creation.
The KENNETHCOBONPUE team is based on a small island in the Pacific called Cebu.
We are blessed with lush landscape: radiant sun, clear seas, blue skies and
rolling mountains. It is a beautiful place to come home to after traveling through
cosmopolitan centers of the world. Old traditions have survived here and the people
convey a special warmth and friendliness. We collaborate with skilled craftsmen
who take pride in their work. Many of the materials we use are sustainable
yet we constantly strive to innovate their usage and extend their longevity.
The specialized handwork that goes into each piece allows us
to keep our energy consumption to a minimal.
At KENNETHCOBONPUE, we believe in the necessity of communing with nature
and our fellow humans. We take our connection with nature and culture seriously.
It is this feeling of being part of the world that we realize in our brand.
It is our innate need to circulate around life, whether it be plants, animals, other people.
Great expanse, openness,
lightness, familiarity
with the elements and seasons,
remembrance of things past,
memories of people and places
that give us comfort,
awe and wonder.
These emotions are evoked where we live.
We want to share these same emotions with you through our designs.
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ADESSO

adesso
design by Federica Capitani
The clean lines and geometric weave pattern of the Adesso Chair bring to mind a sky
full of stars or a field of flowers. Coupled with a boldly colored frame, the exuberant
interplay of pattern and color results in a carefree piece that will compliment any decor.

Left page:
Adesso armchairs in brown with dining tables in a seaside café.
Right page:
Adesso armchairs in sky blue, lime green, and pale gray color.
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adesso
design by Federica Capitani
Left page:
Adesso easy armchairs with end tables and ottomans in brown
and sky blue.
Right page:
Adesso easy armchairs with ottomans in brown.
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AMAYA

AMAYA
Its design inspired by fish traps, the Amaya dining table projects an aura of a vortex
trapped within a cylinder.
Outdoor version in polyethylene and steel.

Left page:
Amaya dining table in brown casts beautiful shadows on the pavement.
Right page:
Amaya coffee and end tables in brown.
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BALOU
Balou
The Balou easy armchair
exudes comfort
through its round plump form.
Its transparent design gives
the impression of sitting on air.
Outdoor version in
polyethylene and steel.
Shown here:
Balou sofa, easy armchairs,
medium and small
coffee tables, all in brown.

BALOU
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BALOU
Left page:
Balou easy armchair and medium coffee table in natural. Easy armchair with ottoman and small coffee table in brown.
Right page:
Balou daybed with small and medium coffee tables in natural.
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BOUQUET

BOUQUET
The Bouquet tabletop yields a relief of oversized pressed flowers made of cast polymer
hovering over a gently curving stainless steel base.

Left page:
Bouquet coffee and end tables with Tropez easy armchairs.
Right page:
Bouquet coffee and end tabletop details.
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CABARET
Cabaret
Cabaret provides
a modern take on
the brand’s sought after
craftsmanship techniques.
Acrylic fabric-wrapped foam
is woven on a steel frame like
a gigantic knit sweater
to usher in a new look
for the evolving outdoor
luxury furniture market.
Shown here:
Cabaret high-back sofa,
lounge chair, regular coffee
and end tables in pale gray.
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CABARET
Left page:
Cabaret easy armchairs, high-back sofas, lounge chairs, regular coffee and end tables in pale gray in an outdoor lounge setting.
Right page:
Cabaret easy armchairs with end table in pale gray.
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CALYX
CALYX
The Calyx blurs the lines
between art and design,
endlessly inspired
by the simple
yet ever-changing lines
of a bloom unfolding.
The wide crown
over a tightened steel base
forms an elegant shape
made up of interwoven
polyethelene strands.
Shown here:
Calyx loveseat, lowback easy
armchair, coffee, end tables
in whitewash and lowback
easy armchair in brown.
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Calyx
Left page:
Calyx loveseat, end and coffee tables in whitewash with Calyx easy armchair highback in burgundy.
Right page:
Calyx easy armchair highback in burgundy with end table in whitewash.
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Calyx
Left page:
Calyx loveseat, lowback easy armchair with coffee and end tables in whitewash.
Right page:
Calyx armchairs with bistro table in whitewash.
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CONTESSA

CONTESSA
design by Danny Fang
Inspired by the beautiful lace collars and crochet cuffs of the 17th century,
the Contessa is designed to make people sitting on it just as gracious and beautiful.

Left page:
Contessa chaise lounge in brown by the beach.

Traditional weaving patterns are reinterpreted and used in a contemporary manner
resulting in a visually stunning open chair that is characteristic of the brand.
Made of powder coated aluminum, nylon and polyethylene.

Right page:
Contessa chaise lounge with end table in brown. Contessa chaise lounge
shown rolled and stacked without cushion (background).
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CROISSANT
Croissant
The distinctive shape
of the Croissant collection
promotes a posture of leisure,
its low arms beckoning
to be reclined upon.
Made of polyethylene over a
hand sculpted and
powder coated steel frame.
Shown here:
Croissant end table, easy
armchairs and sofa in brown.
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croissant
Left page:
Croissant easy armchairs in brown.
Right page:
Croissant easy armchair, sofa and end table in whitewash.
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DIMPLE

dimple
The Dimple armchair in bronze has a profile seemingly suggestive of a smiling face
with openings for chair legs when stacked. Made of polyethylene fiber and stainless steel.

Left page:
Dimple stacking armchairs with Amaya dining tables in a poolside setting.
Right page:
Dimple stacking armchairs detail.
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DRAGNET

dragnet
Inspired by fishermen’s nets and created from fabric twisted and wrapped
around a steel frame, the Dragnet lounge chair surrounds you like a cocoon.

Left page:
Dragnet lounge chair in black and Dragnet dining table in bright red
with Marcel armchairs in white.

Polycotton for indoors, Sunbrella fabric for outdoor use.
Right page:
Dragnet lounge chair with end table in bright red.
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DREAMCATCHER

DREAMCATCHER
Dreamcatcher is our seating adaptation of a traditional Native American charm.
Also popularly used as a table and ottoman.
Made of polyethylene, nylon and steel.

Left page:
Dreamcatcher setting.
Right page:
Dreamcatcher detail.
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HAGIA

HAGIA
Your search for shade ends with the Hagia. Bask in regal luxury
as its gothic temperament gratifies you with a lofty haven.

Left page:
Hagia daybed, easy armchair, coffee and end tables in black.

Made of polyethylene strands, the Hagia is intricately handwoven
on a powder coated steel frame.

Right page:
Hagia easy armchairs with end tables in black.
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HAGIA
Left page:
Hagia daybed, coffee and end tables in whitewash.
Right page:
Hagia dining table with armchairs in whitewash.
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KAJA

KAJA
With a removable tabletop made of naturally crushed stones and a base
made of welded powder coated metal, the simple lines of the Kaja belie its versatile
nature. The optional tabletop inset may be used for a little gardening or filled with ice
to chill wine, while individual pieces can be arranged in infinite combinations.
Available in black and white to fit into any setting.

Left page:
Kaja coffee table with one recess, high end table with recess
and low end table with recess.
Right page: Kaja standard configurations.
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LOLAH
Lolah
Hand made in a
construction technique
similar to traditional
boat-building,
the Lolah is made
of thin polymer strips
fastened over a light
aluminum frame.
A winner of the prestigious
2005 Design for Asia Award,
the Lolah entices the sitter
with its sensuous form,
economy of material and
structural beauty.
Shown here:
Lolah sofa, easy armchairs,
large oval coffee
and end tables in brown.
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LOLAH
Left page:
Lolah daybed with medium and small oval coffee tables in whitewash.
Right page:
Lolah capsule 1 seater in whitewash.
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LOLITA

LOLITA
We developed a unique weave for the Lolita stacking side chair and shaped the contours
of its back to hug yours.
Made of polyethylene, aluminum and stainless steel.

Left page:
Lolita side chairs in white.
Right page:
Lolita side chairs in a dining set in brown and white.
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LULU

LULU
The Lulu collection hugs your back with a nest-like silhouette, curving deep as it ends in a
plump cushion. The unique polyethylene weave, bound by nylon around steel, gives a cozy
feel to its outdoor version.
Available in brown and whitewash color.

Left page:
Lulu easy armchairs with Croissant coffee tables in brown in a contract setting.
Right page:
Lulu easy armchairs with Croissant end table in brown.
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MANOLO
MANOLO
Inspired by the seductive
curves of a woman’s sandal,
Manolo’s sinuous lines
channel a sensuality not unlike
that of a come-hither prance.
Manolo is made of
polyethylene strands hand-tied
over a steel frame and bound
with nylon.
Shown here:
Manolo dining table
with club chairs in brown
and natural finish,
easy armchair
with end table in brown.
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MANOLO
Left page:
Manolo easy armchairs with end table in brown.
Right page:
Manolo easy armchair and buffet table in brown.
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MATILDA
Matilda
The Matilda relies on the
same principle of a woven
basket to create a strong
and tight structure made of
powder coated steel and thick
polymer strips.
Its robust contours constitute
a handsome counterpoint in
an outdoor setting.
Shown here:
Matilda sofa, easy chair,
easy armchair, coffee and
end tables in whitewash.
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Matilda
Shown here:
Matilda sofa, easy armchairs
and coffee table in brown.
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MERMAID
Mermaid
design by Peter Hertel and
Sebastian Klarhoefer
The Mermaid is a unique and
sensual design
made of woven polyethylene
over a powder coated
aluminum frame.
Shifting your body weight
tips the proportionately
balanced frame
to a reclining position
to offer endless hours
of relaxation.
Left page:
Mermaid chaise lounge
and end table in silver.
Right page:
Mermaid chaise lounge
in different positions.
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NOODLE

NOODLE
Its polyethylene and steel rods forming fluid spontaneous lines derived from random
doodles, Noodle evokes the excitement inherent in the accidents that drive
the imagination.

Left page:
Noodle loveseat and easy armchairs in bronze with Kaja tables in whitewash.
Right page:
Noodle easy armchairs in bronze with Enoki indoor end table.
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NOODLE
Left page:
Noodle armchairs in pale gray with custom aruba and taupe fabric cushions.
Right page:
Noodle armchairs in pale gray with custom spectrum cayenne cushion.
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OASIS

OASIS
Sink into a soft oasis of comfort inspired by the natural beauty of the tulip.

Left page:

Oasis is made of polyethylene fiber and powder coated aluminum.

Oasis loveseat, lounge chair and end table in whitewash.
Right page:
Oasis loveseat, loveseat ottoman, end table and lounge chair in whitewash.
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oasis
Left page:
Oasis loveseat and loveseat ottoman in brown.
Right page:
Oasis lounge chair, end table and loveseat in whitewash.
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PAPILLON

PAPILLON
The Papillon veils you with towering walls that mimick the elegant and wondrous shape of
butterfly wings. Hand-woven polyethylene in a radial pattern provides
the ease with which to nestle between the light steel frames. An ottoman is available
to assist with levity.

Left page:
Papillon easy armchair with ottoman in whitewash.
Right page:
Papillon swing in whitewash.
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PIGALLE

PIGALLE
The inspiration behind Pigalle stems from a classic source:
the contours of a woman’s body.

Left page:
Pigalle easy armchairs in brown.

Strands of polyethylene are individually hand-tied with more than 3000 knots over a
hand-sculpted steel frame.

Right page:
Pigalle easy armchair in brown detail.
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Pigalle
Left page:
Pigalle barstools in brown.
Right page:
Pigalle loveseat in brown and Pigalle easy armchair in natural.
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SUZY WONG

SU
SU

SUZY WONG

design by Tom Faraday
Su is a modern take on
outdoor bar furniture.
Against a contemporary scene,
Su adds fresh
and minimalistic variety
to the bar staple.

The Suzy Wong collection
is inspired by the tall and
romantic screens found
in traditional Oriental homes.
Woven panels create a feeling
of intimacy as you lounge
within the space of your chair.

Shown here:
Su bar table with barstools
in brown in a contract setting.

Outdoor version in
powder coated aluminum
and polyethylene.
Shown here:
Suzy Wong loveseat highback
and easy armchairs lowback
in brown
shown with custom fabric and
pillow arrangement.
(Please see specifications
section for standard
configuration)
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SUZY WONG
Left page:
Suzy Wong dining table with U-sofa chair in highback and easy armchairs lowback in brown.
Right page:
Suzy Wong highback weaving details.
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TRAME

TRAME
design by Federica Capitani
Within this swirling, vibrantly colorful framework beats the heart of a future design
classic. Exploring and expanding upon the art of traditional weaving, the Trame consists
of five interlocking asymmetrical loops around which the threads circle and lock, like
tender fingers entwined.
Frame in hand-painted steel with nylon seat frame and polyethylene back and legs.

Left page:
Trame dining tables in stone gray with armchairs in multicolor spring mint,
pale gray and avocado green.
Right page:
Trame easy armchair in pale gray and loveseat in multicolor spring mint
with end table in faery blue and coffee table in dolphin gray.
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TRAME
design by Federica Capitani
Left page:
Trame easy armchair in multicolor spring mint and armchairs in avocado green and faery blue with end table.
Right page:
Trame armchairs in multicolor spring mint, avocado green and faery blue with dining table in stone gray.
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TROPEZ
TROPEZ
Oversized armrests made
of thick woven polyethylene
strips punctuate the minimalist
silhouette of the Tropez.
Refined elegance
born of clean lines and
understated details results
in an inviting piece that is as
comfortable as it is timeless.
Shown here:
Tropez sofa and easy
armchairs in platinum with
Kaja tables in whitewash.
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TROPEZ
Left page:
Tropez L-sofa and easy armchair in platinum with Kaja tables in whitewash.
Right page:
Tropez sofa and easy armchairs in platinum with Kaja tables in whitewash.
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VOYAGE

voyage
What better way to travel in the world of dreams than in a romantic bed reminiscent of
papyrus and reed boats?

Voyage daybed and Lulu club chair with Croissant end table in brown.

Left page:

The outdoor version of the Voyage is made of polyethylene, nylon and
powder coated steel.

Right page:
Voyage daybed in whitewash and brown.
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YIN & YANG

YIN & YANG
The Yin & Yang incarnates a fusion of opposing elements:
geometric pattern against organic material, pliable polymer against rigid steel and solid
form housing transparent volume.
This first design in the KC collection was destined to be a classic.

Left page:
Yin & Yang loveseat and easy armchairs in brown with Kaja tables
and Bouquet end table in black.
Right page:
Yin & Yang easy armchairs in brown.
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YIN & YANG
Left page:
Yin & Yang dining table square with side chairs in natural.
Right page:
Yin & Yang dining table detail with side chair in natural.
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YODA

YODA
Tapping the natural tension of outdoor polymer, the Yoda supports your back
and offers comfort concealed in the seeming randomness of the material.

Left page:
Yoda easy chairs in bright red.
Right page:
Yoda side chairs in brown in a contract setting.
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YODA
Left page:
Yoda sectional sofa, coffee and end tables in brown.
Right page:
Yoda barstools in brown and Link bar tables in whitewash in a contract setting.

